pp. 5-9 shows at a glance which piece has already been published from which collection.7
Before taking up some of the more substantive issues in the Commentaries, we should comment on the quality of the reproductions in Part One. In general, it is good, and quite serviceable for the object of reading the inscriptions. Like its companion volume, the French Collections, European Collections reproduces in black and white photographs both the obverse and reverse sides of the original piece in real size (actual height shown in millimeters). With very rare exceptions, Lefeuvre does not reproduce rubbings. The advantage of photographs over rubbings is that one can see other things besides the inscriptions, such as, for example, the crack marks, which are too thin to be captured by a rubbing. But there are also some disadvantages: depending on the skill of the photographer, the quality varies significantly.8 Thus, the 140 I For that matter it also applies to the skill of rubbing takers. However, the existing rubbings of various collections are on the whole good and serviceable. This was made possible by the fact that mastering the art of rubbing was essential for a man of letters in East Asia until recently. Good-quality paper, referred to as mianzhi NI# 'cotton paper' (fuller name: * ,4,) and the tools used for pieces of the K6ln collection, reproduced by the photographic service of the museum (vid. p. xiii), are on the whole not as well done as those from the other collections. For example, GSNB S22 on p. 25,9 GSNB S43 on p. 36, and GSNB B118 on p. 75 are completely illegible; GSNB S39 on p. 34, B135 on p. 86, and B136 on p. 87 are very difficult to make out; and the photograph of GSNB 38 on p. 33 is simply omitted. Had Lefeuvre not provided his hand-copy (moxie U) of the inscriptions alongside each photograph, we would have no way of knowing what the original of these inscriptions looked like. The fact that he was able to make these copies suggests that he examined the inscriptions personally,'0 and he deserves great praise for having made such an elegantjob of his copies. As a palaeographer, it is ajoy to look at the Shang graphs so dexterously and, on the whole, accurately written. I have noticed only a few that require correction, and will mention one of these later. There is one feature that I found quite useful but which is unfortunately not maintained throughout the Catalogue. For GSNB S72 on p. 51 Lefeuvre provides a Tieyun 187.2 rubbing which is slightly more complete than S72.11 Although it does not add all that much new information, it helps us appreciate how the original fragment was later split into two, one piece of which ended up as GSNB S72. For GSNB S113, Lefeuvre gives a hand copy of Tieyun 14.2 and Yicun 454, which were originally one piece, and which together provide a fuller context.12 We also find a clear reproduction the art were within arm's reach. However, it has now become a rather esoteric art. In contrast, printing technology seems to have improved appreciably over time. Those who contributed to the field of oracle-bone studies by producing many thousands of rubbings never put their signatures on their work. This reminds us of the Shang scribes themselves, who never left their names. Nevertheless, modern scholars owe a great deal to the work and workmanship of the nameless Shang scribes and their successors, the rubbing takers of more recent times.
9 "GSNB" is the abbreviation Lefeuvre uses for the European Collections. "S" before the piece number is the abbreviation for "Shell" and "B" for "Bone."
10 Since illegible and poor-quality photographs are almost entirely limited to the Koln pieces, the photographic service of the museum has done a disservice to both Lefeuvre and the reader.
11 We find two additional graphs, one of which is yi Z, 'second in the heavenly branch', and another which is possibly Si e standing for the name of a place.
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GSNB S113 lacks the name of a diviner, and the direct object of the verb you :Q (= {) 'to offer' in a complete sentence in the rejoined pieces, as well as having a total of five other graphs which unfortunately do not form complete sentences.
of the graphs, one of which was erroneously represented in both Moshi and Leizaan.l3 Except in these two instances, though, he does not give the rubbings or drawings for the 81 we must still maintain a certain amount of caution when using this source.
Part II
The second part, the Commentary, constitutes the scholarly component of European Collections, while the first part was more technological and artistic in content. Provided here is Lefeuvre's view of the dating, transcription, and translation of each inscription. A total of about 270 different graphs are used in European Collections, and we find Lefeuvre's interpretations of them in varying degrees of fullness or minuteness. A rough estimate of the total number of oracle-bone graphs on the basis of JGWM and Soran is about 5, 000,' so that European Collections contain about 1/20 of the total. This is impressive when compared with the total number of different graphs in Bingbian, for example, which even given its large size has only about 720 out of 5,000, or about 1/7 of the total.'6 However, there is an enormous difference between the two, and indeed between the Bingbian and any other single collection,'7 in the nature and amount of information one can potentially extract from the materials they introduce. As Lefeuvre acknowledges, the pieces in European Collections are frustratingly fragmentary, while those in the Bingbian are much fuller. Consequently, apart from the fact that the inscriptions in the Bingbian are only from Period I, of the Diviner Bin A and Diviner Zi T groups, those in European Collections suffer from a general lack of context in which to test our hypotheses about various aspects of their contents, particularly philological and linguistic.
In spite of the fragmentary nature of European Collections, I should say that on the whole Lefeuvre has done a commendable job of interpreting his corpus by making reference, sometimes implicitly, 15 Excluding the hewen --'combined graphs' in theJiaguwen bian, the total number of graphs listed therein is 4,601, a figure arrived at by subtracting the 71 graphs that are listed in duplicate in the JGWB (according to Soran). So-ran gives 476 graphs which are listed neither in theJGWB nor in Sorui, and adding these to 4,601 we obtain a total of 5,077 graphs. Such a precise number, however, might give a spurious impression of accuracy: how do we distinguish graphic variants of a single word, for instance? These are very common. 16 The calculation is based on Takashima (1985: 615-653 I do not mean to suggest that a rich variety of interpretations is necessarily undesirable. In fact, in the last ninety years or so of oracle-bone scholarship, we have witnessed an increasing number of competing theories about graphs, words, and sentences, as well as in related fields such as history and religion. At the same time, however, it would be useful to have evaluative techniques which can be applied to competing interpretations or theories at the most basic level of analysis: graphs and words. In the remainder of this review, I would like to propose a few such criteria and procedures to be followed in reading the inscriptions. These form a "metatheoretical" framework one can apply to individual interpretations and theories.
In Criterion/Analysis 1: When the modern character transcribing a palaeograph is a historically continuous character (HCC), all other things being equal, that character must take precedence over other candidates, provided that its reading has been properly assigned.
With regards to HCC and the historically discontinuous characters (HDC) mentioned below, we follow the two-step procedure adopted by Barnard (1973: This leaves about one-half of the corpus which is simply transcribed without analysis, giving the impression that the transcription represents a standard interpretation. After having checked all the examples, I can confirm that this is generally the case. However, there are a few exceptions, the nature of which has to do with another condition we must satisfy for optimal decipherment, which will be explained below.
Criterion/Analysis 1 above, which involves an HCC with a proper reading to be specified, stipulates that palaeographical considerations, including the two-step procedure cited from Barnard, be given priority. This is based on the fundamental and necessary 21 I will comment below on the inadvisable practice of allowing a great deal of significance to the depictive quality of a given palaeograph. It should also be pointed out that the distinction between Criterion/Analysis 3 above and Criterion/ Analysis 4 here is not as clear as that between Criterion/Analysis 1 and Criterion/ Analysis 2. In terms of actual practice, however, the latter criterion/analysis is frequently realized by not transcribing the given palaeograph at all, leaving it unchanged amidst other transcribed characters. Thus, we often are left with a hybrid expression combining elements which are susceptible to linguistic analysis and others which are not. 22 Instead of giving the whole list, below I will discuss a few examples from those I have classified as pertinent to each analysis. assumption of a scribal continuity from the Shang to the Zhou and eventually to the Han. Nevertheless, for this assumption to be fruitful we must find the proper assignment for the reading of a given character. This is essential because the character represents a word and sometimes several words. As I have mentioned, about one-half of the graphs in European Collections have relatively uncontroversial interpretations. These include such graphs as those used for the numeral system, the negatives (though what they mean and how they function are subject to varying interpretations), the heavenly stems (tiangan 7&P), the earthly branches (dizhi itt!i), the animals (though some of these remain uncertain), and so on. They are, in general, graphs which have left descendants on such materials as bronze, bamboo, silk, and wood through the successive stages of the development of Chinese characters. They can be identified with either small-seal (xiaozhuan /J\T) forms, or other ancient styles such as the "guwen -Si;" or "zhouwen Ws" graphs in the Shuowenjiezi (SM). These other styles can be those used during the Warring States period (403-221 B.C.) in various states, assuming we can pin down their identity with known and historically attested words. However, we still need to specify a reading as close as possible to the original. Discussed below are the kinds of problems we face in this endeavor, seen in two examples, meng (?) E and shi A3.
In GSNB B28 (p. 335) Lefeuvre says:
The graph 9 seems to represent a spider on its web (see Cidian -nWJ4, p. . These latter characters are explained in the SW as having the phonetic yuan, ao, tuo, respectively, and m as signific; thus, the first hypothesis for the reading of E must be meng. However, m has two more readings that have a reliable historical basis: mian and min. The problem is that none of the meanings associated with these readings-"a kind of frog," "place name," and "strive" (sc. loan for mian X), respectivelyseems to fit the bone context, for which we can provide three representative examples. The first of these is the following:
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The king, having prognosticated, said, "The numen (of the bone) -do not curse me!" Judging from this sentence, which is a prognostication (zhouci UP), one can be fairly certain that meng, or whatever word is represented by the bone graph, is used as a noun representing a supernatural being believed by the Shang to have resided in the divining media, either plastron or scapula. Li Yan (1970: 263) interprets it as the name of a person or place, but the subject of the verb tuo -'to curse, impede; impediment, trouble' is usually to Rao's idea is that he treats graphs that share only portions of the graph in question as mere variants, ignoring the possibility that they express different words. I would also take issue with his understanding of many of the examples he cites. 24 The term "exomorphic" is contrasted with "endomorphic," the latter referring to an element which is "woven into" and inseparable from a graphic unit. For instance, the two horizontal lines = in A are endomorphic, rather than exomorphic. a spirit, not a living person.25 There is the phrase duo meng (?) +E which is found in a fragmentary piece (Yinxu 1515), and this could refer to some living functionary, as it does, for instance, in duo she +gt 'many archers' or duo gong +' 'many lords'. But there are also such expressions as duo fu +R smany fathers', duo mu +g 'many mothers', duo xiong +5E 'many brothers', and duo hou JS 'many descendants (kings)' which unmistakably refer to deceased or ancestral spirits.
The second example, which will also involve Criterion/Analysis 2, is as follows:
(2) T t (t, ) m ( t ). GSNB BS8, B29, B30, B142 "We will not encounter any mischief."
My translation of this would be: "[This crack] did not go against the numen (of the bone)."
The second graph + (which I will discuss fully later) frequently occurs between the negative bu + ( {1\) and the noun meng (?) m ( 0 ), constituting a three-graph phrase which appears only in the Diviner Bin 3d group inscriptions. This is transcribed and translated by Lefeuvre as in (2) above. However, the phrase is neither a charge
(mingsi wp), a prognostication as in (1 ), nor a verification (yanci ,WiW). It is a crack notation (zhaoci LF). This casts doubt on
Lefeuvre's translation, which can be characterized as a prediction that the Shang will not encounter any harm or damage. The prediction, along with the statement of intent or wish, is a typical characteristic of the charge (Keightley 1972 (Keightley , 1984 (Keightley , 1988 ) which is normally introduced by the word zhen A 'to test (for the purpose of divination), to divine'; but the phrase in question is never introduced this way. The exclusive use of the non-modal, stative, eventive negative bu (Takashima 1988; Ito and Takashima 1996: 364-382), in this case, in the past tense, as well as the placement of the phrase adjacent to the cracks, all speak against Lefeuvre's translation. The interpretation that m is used as a noun meaning "numen" applies to both (1) and (2), and is thus more economical than Lefeuvre's "mischief," which in any event has no basis.
The third example I would like to consider is as follows: There are two interpretations for the last two graphs: one combines the two into one, a kind of xingsheng 7i character, and another reads them separately, a kind of hewen a;. The way in which (3) is inscribed, with a uniform size for each graph, inclines us to the two-graph interpretation, even though the last two graphs are inscribed side by side. Those arguing for the xingsheng interpretation consider that si HE somehow served as signific, combining m and XL into one which expressed the word zhu A 'to die; to kill' (later replaced by zhu A or shu %). But it is not certain that E and ES constitute exomorphically one graph as a xingsheng character; what is certain is the side-by-side placement of the two graphs that can be interpreted differently, and in my view, better. In (3) the meaning "die" is compelling, but we can still take EfL as a binomial expression later written zhu si ATL or shu si WE (in Zhuangzi and Shiji), originally meaning "to die (as a result of) being cut/struck (by something/someone).,"27
If this is right, the graph m here should stand for the word zhu A, followed by another word si EL; 26 It is possible that it stands for a word such as mai 1 'dust storm', as Rao Zongyi (1959: 32, 354) has argued. There are, however, problems with this interpretation; for instance, Rao's equating this bone graph, which has the bazi tou Ik-f, with another bone graph that has the "rain radical" (yuzi tou N4M8; this and other problems have already been pointed out by Li Yan [1970: 262] ). Whatever the exact word represented by the bone graph, one can at least say that it has an undesirable meaning.
27 Though more work is needed, I think that the word zhu a had the etymological meaning of "strike; peck (sc. zhuo X)." The SW (3a) defines it as "tao ye Pstd" (to strike, punish) which still retains such a meaning. If applied to example (3) above, Leader Shi died as a result of a crack which spelled harm and the "undesirable meaning" word discussed in n. 26 above.
As for the side-by-side (or top-bottom) placement of graphic components written together but still representing distinct components, a term like "configurational" might be considered. Thus, in terms of character structure, we have elements that are "endomorphic," "exomorphic," and "configurational" (this latter includes the normal hewen with one graphic unit generally written smaller than, and frequently "subordinate" to, another). that is, it is a binomial expression in which zhu functions as adverb and si as verb.28
After these three examples, we can say with some confidence that the E in (3) is read zhu A, but in (1) and (2) we remain in the dark. It is all but impossible to decide its reading here: it could be meng, mian, min, zhu, yuan, ao, or something else. The reason for this is the complete absence in these words of any meaning related to "spiritual being" in early traditional sources. On the palaeographical ground that the bone graph depicted a spider on its web, one might imagine that the word was zhu a (= X) 'spider' and somehow this also meant "numen" to the Shang, a meaning that was later entirely lost. However, the word could also have been the zhi V (= 4) of zhizhu #Mi 'spider'. Possibilities multiply, and the conditions mentioned under Criterion/Analysis 1 cannot be satisfied. What all this means is that even when scribal continuity exists for a "primitive" graph, from Shang to Zhou and to preHan, a lack of appropriate semantic data can sometimes make it impossible to assign the proper reading to a given word. When we have this situation, as we do with the m discussed above, Criterion/Analysis 1 is no longer applicable, and we must lower our expectations to the level of Criterion/Analysis 3.
Let us now turn to the problem of shi A'. In GSNB S8 on p. 326 (and in two other cases) Lefeuvre transcribes the bone graph 1 as shi Au, which he goes on to translate "bring on, bring along," as in the following example: The real question is which of the two competing hypotheses, *DIG or *TSID, is correct. Although we cannot make an absolutely certainjudgment, the *DIG hypothesis is phonetically more difficult than the *TSID. This is motivated not by any qualitative judgment that "graphic reanalysis" (assumed to have taken place from the bone to the next attested case) is more credible than the "phoneticloan" assumption in the *DIG hypothesis, since both were commonplace in the history of Chinese writing.35 Instead, it is motivated simply by the number of assumptions made to arrive at a particular interpretation: in accord with Occam's razor, the fewer the assumptions the better. In the assumed progressions given above, I have indicated each assumption underneath the appropriate entity. For the *DIG hypothesis there are four of these, while for the *TSID there are three. To sum up, then, we can now state a further principle to be adopted:
When proposing an HCC as the best interpretation of a particular paleograph, it is desirable that as few assumptions as possible be made.
This principle applies not only to Criterion/Analysis 1, but to the other criteria as well.
Before proceeding to an exposition of Criterion/Analysis 2, let us briefly apply the above principle to a hypothesis I have already rejected on the grounds of historical palaeography: to transcribe the bone graph as di E; and follow the SWs paronomastic gloss "zhi ye it" (to reach), further taking it as a morphologically related word zhi Yk 'to cause to reach > bring'. The reason for reconsideration is that although we have judged that the palaeographical 35 While the term "phonetic loan" is straightforward, "graphic reanalysis" is more complex and worth further investigation. As with phonetic change, graphic reanalysis involves split, merger, simplification, and elaboration. For the purpose of this paper, I will use it to refer to cases in which the phonetic element in a graph is maintained, or at least recognizable, before and after reanalysis. Sometimes, however, the phonetic element itself may be subject to graphic reanalysis due to sound change. development from q (a bronze form) to t, (the small-seal form of A) is natural and from the same to I (the small-seal form of F_) is impossible, we may have been too strict and idealistic in our analysis. Moreover, the reading of di F, *tjid/*tid in OC, might not be totally unrelated to shi/*skjig(x) A; (though the latter phonetically develops more naturally toji/*tsid N 'to bring, carry', the reading we have adopted). Moreover, the small-seal forms of shi and di share the same graphemic element, which is no doubt the reason why Xu Shen listed them in succession in his SW (di after shi). Thus, if we show this hypothesis, designated as *TID, in a similar diagram to display the assumed progression, we get the following: 
How can Lefeuvre possibly know what + means when he is unable
to associate it clearly with a particular word? The meanings wu l 'to go against' and xu at 'to permit' are completely different. Although they both belong to the same OC rhyme group, yubu 3>1 they are different words, reconstructed as OC *Nagh and *hNjagx, respectively. It is clear that Lefeuvre, like many specialists in the field, is not committed to any principle resembling Criterion/ Analysis 2.
I would first propose that the bone graph + should really be transcribed as X, 4, or i4, rather than -. There is no problem in the transcription of the top element as 4, but the bottom half is an acute triangle which has to be distinguished from kou LI 'mouth'. I know of no cases in which a triangle, acute or not, becomes a rectangular or squarish kou. This suggests that it is a simplified form of xin +j.36 It thus yields a HDC X, $#, or i$, in which the best candidate for the phonetic is still wu + with the signific e4 perhaps in an extended sense of "violate" from the original "chisel (used, e.g., in punishing); prickly. -149) . 37 In the majority of characters that have the xin a element as a component, it generally functions as signific, "prickly, painful" or "punishment" (related to the former meanings). This is widely considered to have come from the pictographic interpretation of xin as a kind of chisel or needle (used, e.g., in punishing, tattooing). However, the bone graph clearly depicts an upside-down man; that is, the reverse of the character 1i \/ 'stand', as first pointed out by Nakajima (1934: 2.93) and elaborated by Wang Ningsheng (1997). The graphic significance of "violate" can just as equally, if not more cogently, be derived from it. Since the use of this graph for wu 1 'to go against' is in reference to "cracks" in example ( In the above, the verb is controllable and is thus negated in (5a) by the modal, non-stative, non-eventive (mutative) negative wu A 'don't, should not'. In (2) , and it is difficult to find a word related to it in both sound and meaning, even remotely. This is particularly the case when we take into consideration the syntactic environment of the word, flanked by the stative negative bu and the noun that presumably meant "numen." 38 We do not understand the exact nature of the rong ritual. Usually, rong is followed by ri 1H 'day' in what appears to be a verb-object construction. It is worth noting that before this rong ri expression there frequently appears the name of an ancestor acting as the recipient of this ritual. In this example, however, the rong ritual is presented as a scheduled event, and the oracle is sought to determine the appropriateness of the king performing it. The above scheme does not require that we assume any processes to have taken place, and only three assumed characterizations are involved (possible phonetic, optional signific, and signific).40 This might give the impression that it is simpler and thus "preferable" to the former scheme. However, it is not a question of which interpretation should be adopted in order to understand the inscriptional language; yi W and yi e are graphic variants of the same word. The real problem is the assignment of a meaning. I have uncovered three possibilities here: "practise" (SV) "toil, hardship" (Shijing), and "surplus" (Zuozhuan) (ap. Daikanwa 9.239).
We now move on to the next stage of the work of decipherment: which, if any, of these meanings and words-yi 0 'practise', 'toil, hardship', 'surplus' on the one hand and 1i fk / 2 'to govern', xi 'split' (sc. che Jf), xi g 'blessing', or lai X 'to give' on the othershould be chosen for the inscriptions? Let me state at the outset that I myself have no perfect answer to this question. Lefeuvre's view that f, which we would write yi li/xi/lai t' / 2, should " Though it would be interesting to pursue, a detailed analysis of these is not given in this essay. For the present, it will be sufficient to characterize them as assumptions. be interpreted "There will be a lasting happiness" has no basis, except for the possibility, as we have pointed out, of the second graph being loaned for the word xi t 'blessing'. Indeed, how could such a claim as "the interpretation The above example may be considered a divination concerned with both the success of hunting and safely carrying out this activity.
Whichever word li, xi, or lai is chosen, it has something to do
with what went before. In this connection, I think it is important to pay attention to a methodological rule which Keightley (1997a: 44) has put forward:
Coherence counts as much as context. I assume that there was a logic to the narrative that the Shang diviners and engravers recorded. Where the actions of the Shang ritualists were concerned, for example, the rule of coherence proposes that a verification has to refer back to the charge; the Shang diviner did not divine about one ritual and record a verification about an entirely different ritual.
In a way this is common sense, but if one is cognizant of the fact that coherence depends on culturally determined factors, one can exploit it as a rule of decipherment. In example (7) the putative word t (or M) is preceded by a verb yan X (= E) normally understood as "to continue, proceed." The rule of coherence would seem to render such otherwise possible meanings as "continue to govern," "continue to bless or to be happy" (sc. Lefeuvre, "lasting happiness"), and "continue to give" wholly bizarre. The only possibility that has some connection to the antecedents is "continue to split"; that is, the word is read as xi t . At this point, however, it is unclear whether the "split" refers to disposing of the game caught or to cracking the bones in divination.4l
An examination of several dozen inscriptions in which xi j and yi "-the meaning of which is yet to be determined, either "practise," "toil, hardship" or "surplns"-occur as a binomial expression suggests that the rule of coherence is best satisfied by hunting and sacrificial activities (as in [7] ), as well as some weather condition, typically, rain and wind, related to hunting and sacrifice. I will give just two representative examples: These examples suggest that the best choice for the meaning of yi is a verb, "to practise." The use of the word yi as a noun meaning "toil, hardship" or "surplus" does not seem coherent in (8) or (9). Furthermore, the great majority of later binomial phrases which contain this word in the initial position also convey the meaning of "practise," as in yiyi "{# 'practise ritual', yiye " 'practise skill', and yiwu "A 'practise martial arts', which all constitute VO (verbobject) compounds.42
Before proceeding to Criterion/Analysis 4, I would like to introduce a convention by which we can choose one out of several possible readings; it may be stated as follows:
(Chunguan, Zhanren) has a phrase which reads VAEt~ 'the diviner divines the crack', where che has to mean "crack."
When two or more readings can be posited for an HDC due to its different constituents, each with a different pronunciation, the overall weight of the phonetic and semantic role played by the modern-character equivalent of each constituent should be decisive in making a choice.
To illustrate this convention, let us look at the graph gfi, whose two constituent elements can be rendered t. No one would disagree with this transcription, but what is its correct reading? I have earlier proposed that it should be read as you/tr@gw, etymologically related to the word diao/Yktj@gw ht 'carve; injure', meaning something like "to perform the you-cutting sacrifice.'' I have also proposed that f is not phonetic but semantic, with a meaning like "shining light; bright, patterned, beautiful" (Takashima 1988: 681; 1996: 2.110-11). InEuropean Collections (pp.
322-323), Lefeuvre takes issue with this hypothesis:
As means the performance of a sacrifice including the immolation of victims, some authors conclude that ff can only be phonetic: ff = m = yu. But many scholars are reluctant to accept this opinion. The reason is that in the oracular inscriptions there is a big family of graphs including ff as signific . [ How does Lefeuvre know that ff is signific in the oracular inscriptions?] ... It is possible that sometimes victims were killed primarily to obtain the blood and to collect it in big jars for the performance of a special preparatory ritual, a libation not of wine but of blood. To show that the offering was generous and plentiful, the blood was poured out gushing strongly with a gurgling noise: yung f. If that is the case, the phonetic is not ff but § and this graph should not be read yu but yung (sglaong/aung).
Apart from the dubious claim that many scholars are reluctant to accept the you W as phonetic in tf (besides Lefeuvre, who?) and that there is an onomatopoetic significance to yong reconstructed as sglao^ng (whose reconstruction is this?), the issue here is how to resolve differences in the reading of t. As with the principle of parsirnony discussed earlier, the above convention does not necessarily ensure a right answer, which is really too much to ask from any general rule. But it does give our methodology some rigor, and may bring us closer to the truth.
At filrst sight, one gets the impression that the W in the modern characters often functions as signific, while on the other hand the 5 also functions as signiElc in the great majority of cases. Since the use of graphic elements for either phonetic or semantic purposes appears to change with time (and place), we need examples frozn a reliable source. At present, the SWis the only source that can supply usable information. If we limit ourselves to the youbu The SW recognizes that W serves as phonetic in jiu g 'wine' and chou 2 'hate'. One uncertain case is qiu g 'chief' where it might very well be phonetic, even though the SW does not say so.43 As for §, its modern reflex is not yong as Lefeuvre has it, nor rong (sc. q5), but shan (sc. t or t0; the final -n going back to -m).44 Out of eighteen characters with the § element, the SWhas no examples in which § is designated as phonetic, no matter how its pronunciation is reconstructed. Although Xu Shen -W'1'S arranged his bushou *Ft 'section heads' with chief consideration to the structure of the graphs and their meanings (Serruys 1884; Bottero 1996: 65-77), it must be significant that under you m he has at least two characters with it as phonetic, while under shan § there are none. Given this, I would maintain that WA is to be read as you, and the overall weight of this particular graphic element in phonetic use in the SW has been the decisive factor in choosing this reading. It is only after this has been taken into account that one can go on to consider other things such as word-family connections, etymology, morphology, syntax, coherence, and context. Finally, we come to Criterion/Analysis 4 which involves the greatest uncertainties in a decipherment work. As can be expected, the level of analysis attainable under the conditions outlined above is very limited. This is because the palaeographs we are dealing with are not easily transcribed. Moreover, even if we do succeed 43 In addition, there are a few other characters such as zhou t and chou N which may be suspected to have some phonetic significance. However, the SW does not say so either. This is a bit strange for t even after it is analyzed as "AWt" (derived from you and zhou as abbreviated phonetic); that is, both S and X belong to the same youbu *1 g rhyme group with dental initials. For a more detailed analysis of the phonetic role of t in , X, and a few other words, see Boltz (1994: 120-121 While it is quite possible that the depictive quality of a graph reflects the meaning of a word represented by it, there are also cases in which the depictive quality-no matter how vivid it might be-has nothing to do with either the meaning or the function. Typical of these cases is the use of a graph for phonetic loans, such as qi 2 'a modal and aspectual particle' (Takashima 1994, 1996a), wei f 'a copula' (idem 1990), wo a 'we, our', and so on. On the original bones, these graphs offer a depiction of "basket," "bird," and "froe," respectively, but these depictions have nothing to do with the meanings of the words they stand for, nor with the functions they served in the actual inscriptions.
If we transcribe X directly or stroke-by-stroke, we will get an HDC looking something like M, I, or 1. However, such a DT does not seem to provide a clue to any known character or sound, except, perhaps, jie for the first HDC. Soran (p. 156; JGWB #632) gives four different renditions of this bone graph: yu r4 'bathe', wen M 'warm', yi :i 'to increase', and yi m-'to overflow'. But in terms of historical palaeography none of them is a good candidate for the correct transcription. One might apply some of the meanings associated with them to the bone context, but that would be methodologically unsound, particularly in view of the supremacy we have given to palaeographic considerations (cf. Criterion/ Analysis 1). Furthermore, no graphic reanalysis can be demonstrated.
In spite of the difficulties mentioned above, Lefeuvre (ibid.) has gone even further and suggested-wang wen sheng yi-a new interpretation46 with the following remarks:
In the Chou-li (ti-kuan 1tV, niujen 4VR) there is a text indicating that the pieces of the victim's flesh were displayed in baskets and the:ir blood offered in vessels. The word used for these vessels is p'en -t. If
[sic] is not wen ff3, it may be the original graph for p'en L, graphically nearer (with two dots), even if the central element went through some modifications.
Unfortunately this is not the breakthrough it seems. It is difficult to accept such palaeographical analysis, with its "two dots" and "some modifications Lefeuvre has noted that this bone graph, which we transcribe -for the time being, is used as a proper noun standing for the name of a person or place, and as a verb. It is methodologically interesting that Lefeuvre connected its use with the word sui r, 46 He also transcribes the same bone graph as xian E 'to fall in; trap in a pit', but provides no supporting discussion. This is another example of wang wen shengyi, and a particularly problematic one at that, because the pit H is confused with the basin II.
47 It is possible, and perhaps more promising, to search for a solution by assuming the phonetic in this graph was jie fA. However, the graph appears only as the name of a place, making it extremely difficult to find the right solution. defined as meaning "a special way of killing and cutting the victims," which, along with his graphic analysis of the incomplete graph , led him to interpret "offering human victim's blood in the pen t: vessel." First of all, the word is not sui, but gui Ig with the meaning he has given. There is certainly an etymological connection between sui and gui in that both share an underlying meaning of "cut" in a certain specific manner, but sui has no such meaning in and of itself. It is used as a word meaning "year," no doubt related to the later attested usage of the same word in the sense of Qiu Xigui (op. cit.) has proposed that mi Q stands for the word mi -2 'tranquil'. He was led to this interpretation by the following inscription in which bu mi T Q "not tranquil" is followed by the expression you qian W(-X = S) 'have fault, blame': 48 As the phrase "theJovian cycle" indicates, it coincides withJupiter's visibility of about 365 days. That is, the flow of time is, so to speak, "cut" in such a way as to correspond with the planet's visibility, from one dawn appearance in the east before the sun to the next, at intervals of about one year, hence referred to as "year-star." I am grateful to David Pankenier for information related to astronomy (private correspondence, March 17, 1998). 49 Earlier I have indicated how dexterously Lefeuvre hand-copied the bone graphs, but I should point out that in Part II, the Commentary, they are written with much less skill, suggesting that at least two different hands were involved in writing the palaeographs in the book. However Lefeuvre does not make any mention of it. 12) t(= ;%) iti +Qs f2X(= 4)W(= m = t:) Houbian 2.3.10
It should be X that is not sufficient; it is this that spells blame (from some spirit) .
According to Qiu Xigui's interpretation, the first portion of (12) is to be rendered as "it is X that is not tranquil." He saw the rule of coherence applying to the expression "bu mi" (not tranquil) and "you qian" (have blame) in such a way as somehow corresponding to each other ("aRtE1S," in Qiu's words). This is not impossible, but if we are correct in understanding the expression "Bi gui L (= th) Rld'' as it is translated in (10) (cf. also [8] ), then what the Shang were concerned about was more likely the quality or amount of the offering in (12). That is, the rule of coherence applying to the expressions "bu mi" and "you qian" could have been contrastive (perhaps "tiEt,").
Thus, the word represented by mi Q seems to be better taken as mi t 'densely arrayed, sufficient', than mi g 'tranquil'.
The only other approach that might be of some use with the graph t is not palaeographical, lexical, morphological, or philological in a broader sense, but syntactic. I find only one good example that is of any value, supporting the place-name use of it, quoted below:
3) AS (=SW)ftET./A1= tM lAt E, lA+tS ltA l Since the graph in question is used as a proper noun, it is difficult to know how the semantic features that might be suggested by its graphic components-"armor" and "basin" or "water," "human," and "basin" contribute to its "meaning."
5° The above inscriptions constitute a series of divinations conducted sequentially from left to right, as indicated by slashes. Judging from the actual rubbing, the piece is still fragmentary and, therefore, does not convey the full content of the original series.
Closing Remarks
In what precedes, I have concentrated on trying to establish a few basic procedures to make the task of reading the oracle-bone inscriptions as explicit as possible. The basic assumption is that, though arcane, difficult, and idiosyncratic in their graphic appearance, the inscriptions are, after all, the representation of a real language used in the Shang ritual and geopolitical centre during the latter half of the second millennium B.C. This language must have been the predecessor of pre-Classical and Classical Chinese as found in contemporary bronze inscriptions and reliable transmitted texts from the Western and Eastern Zhou epochs, including the Warring States period. Accordingly, one general condition under which decipherment work is performed is the presence or absence of continuity in all levels of analysis. If continuity is maintained throughout these periods, the task generally becomes easier. But, of course, this is not always the case.
In this essay I have based myself on the analysis of palaeographs, regardless of whether or not graphic continuity can be observed. If not, the assumption of substitutions-graphic reanalysis (or graphic reinterpretation) and phonetic-loan (or graphic substitution) processes-has to be made. This is additional to the very basic hypotheses we have to make regarding the structure of each individual palaeograph, the phonetic or semantic element in its composition.
Reviewing the Commentary section of the book provided an opportunity to address the methodology of reading the inscriptional language. Although a distinctly critical evaluation of Lefeuvre's interpretations of individual graphs and words was put forward, my main aim here has been first of all to establish and articulate evaluative techniques which can be applied to the interpretation of graphs and words in general. This is because what Lefeuvre has done is very typical of current practice, and I cannot be sure I have not done the same in the past.
I have come up with four such criteria and analytical procedures as a meta-theoretical framework of reference applicable to any interpretation or theory, with a principle-that of parsimonyapplicable to all four. I have also adopted a rule of coherence in decipherment from Keightley (1997a: 44) , and elaborated on it. Finally, I have proposed a convention whereby we can choose one reading from multiple phonetic possibilities. To conclude, I have argued that we should be careful not to indulge in any of the many variations of "speculative lexicology," or "speculative etymology." All the new interpretations or theories proposed above are the results of applying the criteria, the principle, the rule, and the convention discussed in this paper. I thus hope that they will contribute to the establishment of the concrete evaluative techniques necessary for the study of oracle-bone inscriptions in particular and of texts in ancient scripts in general. 
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